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1. Membership 

It has been a difficult year as lockdown prevented the usual events from being run
and so opportunities to recruit new members have been limited.  

Household membership (Family and individual subscribers) has fallen from 92 at the
2019  AGM  to  84  at  the  time  of  writing,  although  this  figure  includes  7  new
households and one former member re-joining. One member has sadly passed away.
The breakdown of membership is given in the table below. 

Category 2020 2019

Total Households 84 92

Total Adults 149 162

Total Children 11 17

 
We have started a Facebook page as further way of generating online publicity 
locally. This is receiving a growing level of engagement. 

The annual membership subscription was £8 per household for the 2020 calendar 
year and will remain at this level for 2021.

Helen Mathews

2. Events 

Due to the pandemic we have had to cancel most of our planned programme of walks
and talks which were going to celebrate the year of the pollinator.

We held a talk by Nick Bowles on  Butterflies which was well attended and greatly
enjoyed. Talks about bumble bees and flies have had to be postponed until 2021 when
we hope we shall be able to meet in person again.

John Obee  led 20 people on his annual bird walk on a grey and wintry day round
Shardeloes Lake just before lockdown. There were no unusual  species seen but an
enjoyable saunter was had by all.

We are hopeful that we shall be able to have a couple of walks through the autumn
along the Hedgerows (Karen van Oostrum) and around John Hampden Country (Helen
Mathews) though Tony Marshall has had to cancel his Fungus Foray due to covid19
regulations.

Vanessa Rickett
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3. Hedgerow Walks and Other Activities 

Although  lockdown  has  impacted,  to  a  greater  or  lesser  extent,  on  all  our  daily
routines, it has brought with it some unexpected benefits. In the early weeks, the
government was actively encouraging people to get outside and exercise, and with the
noticeable decrease in traffic and the very fine weather, this felt like a particularly
special time to be enjoying the natural world. 

My Spring, Summer and Further-afield walks were all cancelled, but I was keen to
find a way to help people to use their daily walks as an opportunity to notice which
plants were around, and how this progressed from month to month. Thus began my
monthly notes on ‘Plants to look out for’. Starting in April, I chose 4 or 5 common,
local  plants  to  highlight  each  month.  The  notes  are  designed  to  help  people  to
recognise these species and tell  them apart  from similar species,  to  give  a  little
information about each plant, and to deliver a bit of botany too. I have released a set
of  notes  every  month  since  starting,  and  plan  to  continue  with  this  even  after
lockdown is behind us. 

 Autumn flowers    Bumble bees on Echinops 

I was able to use the Pollinator-Friendly Garden as a base for teaching a small group
of children during the summer holidays. The globe thistle, bistort and buddleia were
all in full flower, together with a few late geranium flowers. Among other activities
we completed an investigation into the pollinators that visited the bistort and the
globe thistle. The children recorded a noticeable difference between the range of
pollinators visiting each species, which led on to a good discussion about flower shape
and suitability for different pollinators. There is plenty of teaching potential within
this garden, which we would like to explore further in the future.

Karen van Oostrum
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4. Butterfly Transect 

In  early  March  we  were  fortunate  to  recruit  two  new  volunteers  to  walk  the
Transect, one of whom was able to undergo training before events began to unfold
and we were forced into “lockdown”!   Initially it was thought that PN would continue
to walk the Transect which was certainly the view of most of the walkers, socially
distancing of course and as part of the advised daily walk.   However, after a stop-
start on 23rd March the UKBMS advised that there would be no official Transect for
2020.   We then entered “lockdown” from week one – week six.   Not to be deterred
Tony  Marshall  suggested  that  walkers  monitor  the  butterflies  within  their  own
garden and to advise him of their sightings so that we would have our own indicator of
how  well  the  butterflies  were  thriving  locally.    As  the  weather  was  extremely
favourable at that time, butterflies were seen in abundance, including the Clouded
Yellow in Missenden Abbey Park and last seen on the Transect in 2016.  

On  17  May  notification  was  received  from  the  UKBMS  to  say  they  were
“supporting a more relaxed approach and suggesting re-instating the Transect
only in England and only if safe to do so”.

Before the Transect was re-started at week seven the views of Wren Davis were
obtained as PN’s Transect route takes in a large part of their land and the media had
reported that many farmers had been quite vocal on how walkers had been abusing
their land.    Approval was received but not all walkers were in a position to undertake
the Transect this year because of the Government Rules and Regulations and their
personal concerns.   We were fortunate that ten of our volunteers were agreeable to
undertake  the  Transect  which  enabled  some  serious  juggling  to  complete  the
Transect Schedule for the season.

Initial  recorded sightings were looking favourable,  equalling previous years over a
similar time-scale and then there was a weather change and the sightings dropped.
However, the Duke of Burgundy was recorded by Tony on the first week we were able
to resume the Transect and there have been nine sightings of the Silver Washed
Fritillary during the season, an increase on the previous two years.

TOP FIVE THIS YEAR ARE:

The Meadow Brown - 1056 – [last year 1093]                                     
Ringlet  - 372 - [last year 298]                                      
Marbled White - 136 - [last year 305]                                      
Gatekeeper - 116 - [last year 141]                                       
Large White - 81 - [last year 88]                                        
Common Blue - 78 - [last year 59]
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Having lost the first six weeks of the Transect it may come as a welcome surprise to
see that the sightings on the actual Transect are not drastically low and we have
indeed seen within our own gardens that butterflies do seem to have flourished this
year.  

The total for the 2020 Season including the previous four years is:

Year Total Recorded
2016 1426
2017 2009
2018 2612
2019 2403
2020 2204

It has been stated many times on previous Reports, but worth stating again – 
“we are all aware of the important role that Butterflies play in supporting the reports
we  hear  regarding  the  change  in  climate  that  is  almost  certainly  affecting  our
butterflies massively, as well as their loss of habitat.   Not only are they an important
part of the UK’s wildlife, as sensitive indicators of the health of the environment, but
they also play crucial roles in the food chain as well as being pollinators of plants”.   

As a final note – the  National  Big Butterfly Count Results for 2020 has seen the
lowest numbers of butterflies recorded in eleven years”!

Sylvia Bennett
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5. Boug’s Meadow 

In a difficult year, Boug’s Meadow saw winterbourne flow of the River Misbourne,
wildflowers across the whole meadow and record numbers of summer visitors.

Despite the government restrictions, our volunteers continued to maintain the site by
working as individuals and in Covid regulation compliant small groups. Various storms in
early Spring saw a lot of storm damage in the copse including a large branch falling
from  the  Norway  Maple.  A  review  of  tree  condition  has  been  initiated  with
Buckinghamshire Council.

After early rains, the Misbourne flowed from February to July through the meadow.
Groundwater levels are still about 3 metres above last year, so we may get to the
winter rains with a good start on the recharge of the aquifer and flow in 2021. 

The display of meadow flowers has been outstanding and
the now usual complement of butterflies has been seen
again. The volunteers have been pleased to receive continual compliments from 
residents on the appearance of the meadow and visitor numbers are higher than ever.

We learnt the origin of the rare female Black Poplar tree at the south end of the 
meadow, which suddenly appeared a decade ago. A new sign revealed that, in 
November 2009, Roger Jefcoate CBE and a deputy lieutenant of Buckinghamshire 
planted it secretly in his guerrilla programme to encourage the species. 

All these compliments overcome any disappointment at forced cancellation of the 
Open Day and other events. Although we span off a hedgehog monitoring programme, 
we still haven’t seen one at the meadow!

We move forward into 2021, confident in our aim to cherish a wildlife haven in the
centre of Great Missenden with access for all. More volunteers are always welcome to
join the fun. Contact paulheathuk@me.com.

Paul Heath
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6. Sheepwash Pond 

This site continues to be a popular meeting place for both young and old alike and 
those who visit the site are grateful to PN for maintaining the area.   

No formal  work parties have taken place at  Sheepwash since the Project  Leader
stood down earlier this year, although routine maintenance has been observed with
hedge cutting to the front of the site, regular grass cutting alongside the pathway
and control of some of the invasive brambles.   Regular litter picking has also been a
major feature and continues to be a problem, although it is apparent that members of
the public are also assisting in picking up litter.

    After latest work party

A semi-formal work party has also taken place to reducing and removing the dead
vegetation, as well as removing some hazel and sycamore samplings.  Further hedge
cutting is scheduled along the border with the neighbouring field.  

Sylvia Bennett
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7. Pollinator-Friendly Garden 

Lockdown has prevented us from working in the garden. Despite this the plants have
produced pollinator-friendly flowers well in to the autumn.

     

Tim Pye has been pursuing the replacement of the pond with both the GM Parish
Council and now the Stoke Mandeville and Other Charities Fund and it looks as if the
end is near and we may soon get permission to replace the pond.

Tim has also built two benches from wood donated by Kay and Lloyd Roberts providing
somewhere for people to sit and enjoy the area.

The aim of the garden is to provide an area where people can spend time in the open
air to help their well-being. This we will develop over the coming years.

Vanessa Rickett
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8. Cornfield project 

Mini-cornfield at the Wildlife Garden
Having sown this area in 2018 with 20 endangered annual species once prevalent in 
cornfields, we had 15 of these germinate and seed themselves in 2019.  We dug the 
area over in autumn 2019 but only sowed corn, to see how many of the original sowing 
were able to reproduce successfully and thus become potentially self-sustaining.  This
year we have had seven species re-appear (including one that is officially extinct in 
the wild).  This autumn we shall be digging the whole area over again before re-sowing
most of the original batch of 20, to give them all a second chance, as weather 
conditions over winter can affect rates of germination.  Unable to find anyone with a 
rotovator who could help, this work will again be done by hand.

Tony Marshall
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9. Kiln Common Orchard 

Back in November 2008 Kiln Community Orchard 30 trees were planted (12 cherries,
10  apples,  5  pears  and  3  plums)  including  rare  local  and  regional  varieties.  Many
continue to thrive, bear fruit, and give the community pleasure, and, this year, 24
bottles of apple juice.

Pear 

We are now developing a pollinator-friendly wildflower meadow amongst the trees,
with mown paths. Last autumn the grass was cut short, scarified, and de-thatched.
Having achieved 50% bare soil Yellow rattle (also known as “meadowmaker”) was sown.
As  a  parasitic  plant  it  draws  its  nutrients  from  other  plants,  especially  grasses
weakening  them by  up  to  60% hopefully  creating  the  optimal  conditions  for  less
vigorous wildflowers to grow. This year we tackled one third of the orchard. 

The yellow rattle germinated well and was then pollinated
by large  bees  (mostly  bumble  bees).  In  July,  the  seeds
ripened (and “rattled…hence the name).  The seed has been
saved for next year when we will tackle the next part of
the  orchard.  So  far  we’ve  had  primrose,  cowslip,  wood
anemone,  bluebell,  common  vetch,  cow  parsley,  meadow
buttercup,  red  clover,  milkmaid,  bush  vetch,  three
cornered leek, meadows cranesbill and vetchling, speedwell,
ox-eye  daisy,  scabious,  knapweed.  12  butterfly  species
(including the Essex Skipper), numerous grass hoppers and
our toad were also seen. 

Thank you to Lloyd Roberts and others in our quest. After all it take more than one
to mow a meadow!

Colin Tyler
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10. Angling Spring Wood 

I'm afraid no report this year as I was out of action for five months, followed by
very  wet  weather  and  then  covid  set  in.  We have  kept  the  paths  clear  and  the
overhanging branches cut but I am unable to hold the loppers above my head.

 Last week I carried out an assessment for the work to clear the growth around the
base of the fifty trees planted a few years ago. The work is somewhat overwhelming.
The scrub surrounding the trees is almost three feet high before getting near the
trees. We need to carry scythes and tools about half a mile to the site and I feel this
is dangerous. 

We also have only a few people capable of carrying out this heavy work and therefore
I have decided that I can no longer physically do any more work in ASW. Younger
blood is required.

Hilary Tyrrell

11. Prestwood Local Nature Reserve (Picnic Site)

We’ve not been aware of any work-parties this year at this reserve, which is now
managed by the Chiltern Society, but there was a good display of flowers this year,
while  the  population  of  the  new  colony  of  ivy  mining  bees  has  soared  into  the
thousands! This solitary bee, which was first seen in the UK in 2001, is spreading
across the country.

Tony Marshall
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12. Churchyards  

Holy Trinity Churchyard, Prestwood
I regularly monitor the appearance of waxcaps in the churchyard since it became a 
county wildlife site as a waxcap-grassland reserve (several of the waxcaps there are 
Globally Red-listed as Endangered Species).  

An area of old graves north of the church, unlike the rest of the grassland, is not now
mown over the summer, but left as a wildflower meadow to increase the overall 
biodiversity - this area always had fewer waxcaps.  

This means a major cut each autumn.  The area was strimmed by church volunteers in 
September and since then five PN volunteers have been working singly to cut out 
rampant bramble on and around each grave.

St Peter and Paul Churchyard, Great Missenden 

After scarifying and seeding with a wildflower mix last autumn we were unfortunately
unable to monitor the progress of the new meadow due to lockdown.  Reportedly, at
least the yellow rattle had taken hold.  

An area where we put  in  plug  plants was  attacked by rabbits and badgers, which
removed all  the  plants.  Some were  rescued and  the  warden  proposed  to  replant
them.  We shall have to assess the situation there next year, but the timing of this
new meadow proved inopportune.  I do not even know when or if it was cut.  

There is a proposal for funding to improve the old churchyard, which is very derelict,
and we shall keep in touch with developments there as well, as we should be involved
with the detailed planning.  It would be useful to have a Great Missenden member to
keep an eye on the situation there and let me know regularly what is happening.  Any
volunteers? 

Christ Church Churchyard, Holmer Green

The  county  wildlife  sites  officer  has  flagged  up  Holmer  Green  Churchyard  as  a
potential site for waxcaps after a number of them were seen there last year.  I have
been asked to monitor the churchyard this autumn to assess its importance.  

Although I have so far found just two species (it is very early days), one of these is
Globally Red-listed, possibly at its only site in Bucks or the Chilterns.  There is also a
good wildflower meadow.  It presently lies just over the boundary that we had drawn
for PN's area of interest, but this could easily be redrawn to include it, if it becomes
a site that would benefit from our protection.

Tony Marshall
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13. Surveying and Records 

My efforts this year have been concentrated at Hampden Bottom Farm, which the 
Chiltern Conservation Board have asked me to do as a follow-up to the survey I did 15
years ago.  This has thrown up plenty of new species.  It was supposed to have been 
finished by this autumn, but lockdown meant I missed the vital spring period, which I 
shall cover in 2021.  The report on this survey will therefore not be until summer 
2021.

Lots of people have been sending reports of what they have seen or photographs for 
identification, which gives a healthy spread of observations from across our area.  
Most of these are recognised in the "Members' News" sections of the Newsletter.  
Our database currently has 43,335 records covering 5,920 different species.

Tony Marshall

14. Website 

During the Covid-19 troubles this year we tried to encourage people to take a closer
look at the natural world around them.    

Each  month  from April  to  September  we  were  very  grateful  to  the  people  who
contributed articles for our home page:

Karen van Oostrum described the flowers and fruits in season.
John Catton showed which bumble bees could  be seen with descriptions of
their life cycles.
Val Marshall described the butterflies around that month.

We also set up a blog where people were able to show photos of the natural world
they could see in their gardens or find outside on their walks.    We had 16 posts and
are particularly grateful to Colin Tyler for some fantastic photos and to Jeanette
Hedley for a virtual tour of her magnificent garden.

Frank Rickett 

Photographs

All  photos  (apart  from the  ivy  bee) have  been  taken  by  Prestwood  Nature  members  on
Prestwood Nature sites.  Thanks  to  (amongst  others)  Hazel Tyler,  Frank Rickett  Vanessa
Rickett, Paul Heath, Colin Tyler and others to whom many thanks.
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